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Overview 
What will you learn today

Basic Key Exchange
Trusted 3rd party (introduce toy protocol)
Merkle Puzzle
Th Diffi H l P t lThe Diffie-Helmann Protocol
Public Key Encryption

Public Key EncryptionPublic Key Encryption
Definition and Security
RSA Trapdoor 
ISO Standard for RSA public key encryption
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Key Exchange
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Key Exchange 
Symmetric cryptosystems secure and efficient, but ...

di i h f k i dPrecondition: secure exchange of keys in advance
Paradox situation at a first glance

i i d d k hsecure communication depends on secure key exchange
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Multi-party Key Exchange 
Involved multi-party key exchange with symmetric keys

Quadratic growths: n parties → (n2 - n) / 2 keys

Problem rooted in symmetry (shared keys). Alternatives?
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A better solution

Online Trusted 3rd Party (TTP)Online Trusted 3 d Party  (TTP)

TTP
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Generating keys: a toy protocol

Alice wants a shared key with Bob.     Eavesdropping security 
only.

Bob (kB) Alice (kA) TTP

“Alice wants key with Bob”Alice wants key with Bob

choose 
random kAB

ticket

random kAB

kAB kAB ( ) i hAB AB (E,D) a CPA-secure cipher
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Generating keys: a toy protocolg y y p

Alice wants a shared key with Bob.     Eavesdropping security 
only.

Eavesdropper sees: E(kA,“A, B” ll kAB); E(kB,“A, B” ll kAB )

(E D) i CPA(E,D) is CPA-secure  
eavesdropper learns nothing about kAB

Note:  TTP needed for every key exchange,   knows all session 
keyskeys.

(basis of Kerberos system)(basis of Kerberos system)
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Toy protocol:  insecure against active attacksy p g

Example:    insecure against replay attacksp g p y

Attacker records session between Alice and merchant BobAttacker records session between Alice and merchant Bob
For example a book order

Attacker replays session to Bob
Bob thinks Alice is ordering another copy of bookBob thinks Alice is ordering another copy of book
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Key questiony q

Can we generate shared keys without an online trusted 3rdg y
party?

Answer:   yes!

Starting point of public-key cryptography:

Merkle (1974),         Diffie-Hellman (1976),        RSA (1977)

More recently:  ID-based enc. (BF 2001),   Functional enc. (BSW 
2011)
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Merkle Puzzles
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Key exchange without an online TTP?Key exchange without an online TTP?
Goal:  Alice and Bob want shared key, unknown to eavesdropper

• For now:    security against eavesdropping only   (no tampering)

BobBobAliceAlice

eavesdropper ??

Can this be done using generic symmetric crypto?g g y yp
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Merkle Puzzles (1974)

Answer: yes, but very inefficientAnswer:   yes, but very inefficient

Main tool: puzzlesMain tool:    puzzles
Problems that can be solved with some effort
Example: E(k m) a symmetric cipher with k {0 1}128Example:      E(k,m)  a symmetric cipher with k {0,1}128

puzzle(P)  =   E(P,  “message”) where     P = 096 ll b1… b32

Goal:    find  P   by trying all   232 possibilities

Ralph Merkle design this a part of a seminar as an undergradRalph Merkle design this a part of a seminar as an undergrad 
student. 
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Merkle puzzles
Alice:    prepare  232 puzzles

For i=1 232 choose random P {0 1}32 and x kFor  i=1, …, 232 choose random  Pi {0,1}32 and   xi, ki
{0,1}128

set p le E( 096 ll P “Puzzle # x ” ll k )set puzzlei E( 096 ll Pi ,  “Puzzle # xi”  ll ki )
Send   puzzle1 , … , puzzle232 to Bob

Bob:choose a random   puzzlej and solve it.   Obtain  ( xj, kj ) .
Send  xj to Alice

Alice:    lookup puzzle with number xj . Use   kj as shared p p j j
secret
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In a figure

puzzle1 , … , puzzlen

BobBobAliceAlice xj

kj kj

Alice’s work:    O(n) (prepare  n  puzzles)
Bob’s work: O(n) (solve one puzzle)Bob s work:   O(n)  (solve one puzzle)  

d ’ k O( 2 )Eavesdropper’s work:     O( n2 ) (e.g.   264  time)
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Impossibility Resultp y

Can we achieve a better gap using a general symmetric cipher?Can we achieve a better gap using a general symmetric cipher?
Answer:    unknown

But: roughly speakingBut:  roughly speaking,

quadratic gap is best possible if we treat cipher as 
a black box oracle   [IR’89, BM’09]
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The Diffie-Hellman Protocol
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Key exchange without an online TTP?y g

Goal:  Alice and Bob want shared secret, unknown to eavesdropper

• For now:    security against eavesdropping only   (no tampering)

BobBobAliceAlice

eavesdropper ??

Can this be done with an exponential gap?
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The Diffie-Hellman protocol  (informally)

Fix a large prime  p        (e.g.   600 digits i.e 2K bits)
Fix an integer    g   in   {1, …, p}

iAlice Bob

choose random a in {1,…,p-1} choose random b in {1,…,p-1}{ , ,p } { , ,p }

kAB = gab (mod p) =      (ga)b = Ab (mod p)Ba (mod p)   =    (gb)a =
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SecuritySecurity

Eavesdropper sees: vesd oppe sees:
p, g,   A=ga (mod p),    and   B=gb (mod p) 

Can she compute       gab (mod p)     ??

More generally:       define     DHg(ga, gb) = gab   (mod p)

How hard is the DH function mod p?
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How hard is the DH function mod p?
Suppose prime  p  is  n  bits long. 
B k l i h (GNFS) i ( )Best known algorithm (GNFS):        run time     exp(              )

cipher key size modulus size
80 bits 1024 bits

Elliptic Curve size
160 bits80 bits 1024 bits

128 bits 3072 bits
256 bits (AES) 15360 bits

160 bits
256 bits
512 bits256 bits (AES) 15360 bits 

As a result:    slow transition away from (mod p) to elliptic y ( p) p
curves
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Elliptic curve
Diffie-HellmanDiffie-Hellman
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I i t i th iddlInsecure against man-in-the-middle
As described the protocol is insecure against active attacksAs described, the protocol is insecure against active attacks
Alice BobMiTM

Later we will see that it is not that difficult to enhance the 
protocol against MiTM attack
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Public Key Encryption
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Asymmetric Keys 
Solution: Two types of keys

public key pk (K+) = enables encryption but no decryption
Private/secret key sk (K–) = used for decryption only

Hard to deduce secret from public key

... similar to a classic mailbox
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Asymmetric Cryptosystem
Asymmetric cryptosystems

Asymmetric encryption and decryption
K+ (pk) = public key of Bob K– (sk) = secret key of Bob
No secure key exchange necessary
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Key Exchange with Public Keys

Scalable communication with multiple partiesp p
Linear number of exchanges: n parties → n public keys
Real-world systems with millions of keys (e.g. PGP)
... for the moment everything is fine
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Applications

Session setup    (for now, only eavesdropping security)

Alice Bobpk
Generate  (pk, sk)Generate  (pk, sk)

choose random x
(e.g.  48 bytes) 

choose random x
(e.g.  48 bytes) E(pk, x)

Non interactive applications: (e g Email)

x

Non-interactive applications:  (e.g.  Email)
Bob sends email to Alice encrypted using  pkalice

b d kNote:   Bob needs  pkalice (public key management)
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Hard Problems
Integer factorization

Discrete logarithm

Hardness: No polynomial-time algorithms known yetHardness: No polynomial time algorithms known yet
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Trapdoor One-way Functions
One-way function F(x) = y based on hard problem

Given input x: F(x) easy to compute
Given output y: hard to find input x with F(x) = y
Basis for asymmetry of public-key algorithms

Trapdoor one-way function F(x) = y
Given y and some secret: easy to find x with F(x) = y
Examples of secrets: prime factors, discrete logarithm
B i f i t k d d tiBasis for private key and decryption
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Public Key Encryption

Def: a public-key encryption system is a triple of algs (G E D)Def:  a public key encryption system is a triple of algs.(G, E, D)

G():   randomized alg. outputs a key pair    (pk,  sk)

E(pk, m):  randomized alg. that takes  m M and outputs c C

D(sk c): det alg that takes c C and outputs m M orD(sk,c): det. alg. that takes  c C and outputs m M or 

C i t ( k k) t t b GConsistency:    (pk,  sk) output by G :    

m M:     D(sk,  E(pk, m) ) = m
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Trapdoor functions (TDF)

Def: a trapdoor func.  X Y  is a triplet of efficient algs. (G, F, F-1)

G():   randomized alg. outputs a key pair    (pk,  sk)

F(pk ): det alg that defines a function X YF(pk, ):   det. alg. that defines a function    X Y

F-1(sk, ): defines a function    Y X    that inverts   F(pk, )

More precisely: (pk,  sk) output by G     

x X:     F-1(sk,  F(pk, x) ) = x
(G F F-1) is secure if F(pk ) is a “one-way” function:(G, F, F ) is secure if   F(pk, )   is a one way  function:

can be evaluated, but cannot be inverted without  sk
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Review: arithmetic mod compositesp

Let    N = p⋅q where   p,q are prime
ZN = {0,1,2,…,N-1}     ;     (ZN)* =  {invertible elements in ZN}

Facts:     x ∈ ZN  is invertible ⇔ gcd(x,N) = 1
Number of elements in (Z )* is ϕ(N) = (p 1)(q 1) = N p q+1Number of elements in  (ZN)   is    ϕ(N) = (p-1)(q-1) = N-p-q+1

Euler’s thm:         ∀ x∈ (ZN)*    :    xϕ(N)  =  1     
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The RSA trapdoor permutation

First published: Scientific American, Aug. 1977.

Very widely used:

SSL/TLS:  certificates and key-exchange

Secure e-mail and file systems

… many othersy
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The RSA trapdoor permutationp p
Choose random primes p, q (≈1024 bits) and compute N = p.q
Compute Euler function ϕ(N) = (p 1)(q 1)Compute Euler function ϕ(N) = (p-1)(q-1)
Choose random encryption key e with gcd (e, ϕ(N)) = 1
Compute decryption key d = e-1  mod ϕ(N)Co pu e dec yp o ey d e od ϕ(N)

s.t.   e d = 1   (mod ϕ(N) ) 

k ( ) k ( d)output    pk = (N, e)    ,     sk = (N, d)

F( pk, x ):              RSA(x) = xe (in  ZN) = y  N

F-1( sk, y) = yd ;      yd =  RSA(x)d = xed = xkϕ(N)+1 = (xϕ(N))
k 
⋅ x = x
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The RSA Algorithm Exampleg p
Choose p = 3 and q = 11
C * 3 * 11 33Compute n = p * q = 3 * 11 = 33
Compute φ(n) = (p - 1) * (q - 1) = 2 * 10 = 20
Ch h th t 1 < < ( ) L t 7Choose e such that 1 < e < φ(n). Let e = 7
Compute a value for d such that (d * e) % φ(n) = 1. One solution 
is d = 3 [(3 * 7) % 20 = 1]is d  3 [(3  7) % 20  1]
Public key is (e, n) => (7, 33)
Private key is (d, n) => (3, 33)y ( , ) ( , )
The encryption of m = 2 is c = 27 % 33 = 29
The decryption of c = 29 is m = 293 % 33 = 2
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Security of RSAy
Main attack vectors against RSA

i i h d lDecrypting ciphertext c directly:
→ Difficulty of computing roots in modular arithmetic
Deriving private keyDeriving private key
→ Difficulty of computing prime factors from n

Security (difficulty) depends on size of prime numbers
Factorization of numbers up to 768 bits feasibleFactorization of numbers up to 768 bits feasible
Keys with 2048 and more bits deemed secure

(that is, ~600 decimal digits)(that is, 600 decimal digits)
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Textbook RSA is insecure

Textbook RSA encryption:Textbook RSA encryption:
public key:   (N,e) Encrypt:   c me          (in  ZN)   

k (N d) D dsecret key: (N,d) Decrypt:   cd m

Insecure cryptosystem !!  
Is not semantically secure and many attacks existIs not semantically secure and many attacks exist

The RSA trapdoor permutation is not an encryption 
scheme !scheme !
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Public-key encryption from TDFs y yp

(G, F, F-1):    secure TDF   X Y       ( , , )

(Es, Ds) :   symmetric auth. encryption defined over (K,M,C)

H X K h h f tiH: X K  a hash function

We construct a pub-key enc. system (G, E, D):

Key generation G:    same as G for TDF
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Public-key encryption from TDFsPublic key encryption from TDFs 
• (G, F, F-1):    secure TDF   X Y       

• (Es, Ds) :   symmetric auth. encryption defined over (K,M,C)

• H: X K a hash function• H: X K   a hash function

E( pk, m) :
x X,    y F(pk, x)

D( sk, (y,c) ) :
x F-1(sk, y),R , y (p , )

k H(x),  c Es(k, m)
output   (y, c)

( , y),
k H(x),  m Ds(k, c)
output   m
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In pictures:
F(pk, x)F(pk, x) Es( H(x),  m )Es( H(x),  m )s( ( ) )s( ( ) )

header body

Security Theorem:Security Theorem:    

If  (G, F, F-1)  is a secure TDF,     (Es, Ds) provides 
auth. enc.

and   H: X K    
then   (G,E,D) is  CCA  secure.
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Review:  RSA pub-key encryption   (ISO std)

(Es, Ds):   symmetric enc. scheme providing auth. 
encryption.
H:  x → K   where  K is key space of (Es,Ds)

G():    generate RSA params:     pk = (N,e),    sk = (N,d)

E(pk, m): (1) choose random x in ZN

(2) y ← RSA(x) = xe , k ← H(x)(2)  y ← RSA(x)  x ,   k ← H(x)

(3) output  (y ,  Es(k,m) )

D(sk,  (y, c) ):    output  Ds( H(RSA-1 (y)) ,  c)
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Key lengths

S i f bli k h ld b blSecurity of public key system should be comparable to 
security of symmetric cipher:

RSARSA
Cipher key-size Modulus size

80 bit 1024 bit80 bits 1024 bits

128 bits 3072 bits

256 bits (AES) 15360 bits 
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Establishing a shared secretg

Alice BobAlice Bob

(pk, sk) G()(p , ) ()

“Alice”,   pk

choose random 
x {0,1}128
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Security  (eavesdropping)

Adversary sees     pk,    E(pk, x) and wants    x M

Semantic security    y
adversary cannot distinguish
{ pk E(pk x) x } from { pk E(pk x) rand M }{ pk,  E(pk, x),  x } from    { pk,  E(pk, x),  rand M }

can derive session key from xcan derive session key from  x.

Note: protocol is vulnerable to man-in-the-middleNote:   protocol is vulnerable to man in the middle
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Insecure against man in the middle

As described, the protocol is insecure against active attacksAs described, the protocol is insecure against active attacks

Ali B bMiTMAlice BobMiTM

(pk, sk) G() (pk’, sk’) G()

“Alice”,  pk

choose random 
x {0,1}128

“Bob”,  E(pk’, x)“Bob”,  E(pk, x)
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Further readingsg

Merkle Puzzles are OptimalMerkle Puzzles are Optimal,
B. Barak,  M. Mahmoody-Ghidary,   Crypto ’09

On formal models of key exchange  (sections 7-9)   
V Shoup 1999V. Shoup,  1999
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Digital Signatures
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Overview 
What will you learn today

Digital Signatures
Public key and Signature
Public Key Infrastructure
Identity Based Encryption
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Digital Signature 

Authentication and Non-RepudiationAuthentication and Non Repudiation
Gives a recipient reason to believe that the message was created 
by a known sender such that they cannot deny sending ity y y g

Integrityg y
The message was not altered in transit
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Digital Signature 
Digital signing: reverse application of public-key system

Signing = encryption with private key
Verification = decryption with public key
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Signing and Hashing 
Encryption and decryption of large messages inefficient

Signing of hash H(M) instead of message M
Verification of message M using signed hash H(M)
One-way property: hard to find M’ with H(M’) = H(M)
S t f i i il i idSupport for signing emails, images, videos, ...
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Signature and RSA
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`̀
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Example: PGP Signature
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Asymmetric Cryptosystem
Asymmetric cryptosystems

Asymmetric encryption and decryption
K+ (pk) = public key of Bob K– (sk) = secret key of Bob
No secure key exchange necessary
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Man in the Middle (MITM)

Common attack against asymmetric cryptosystems
Interception of public key exchange by attacker
Transparent eavesdropping using forged keys
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Man in the Middle (MITM)
Attacker invisible to both parties

Received data encrypted with correct public key
Sent data encrypted with forged public keys
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Key Fingerprints
Protection against MITM using key fingerprints

Manual comparison of public keys using hash values
Storage of approved public keys in database

i i i i iExample: SSH client presents fingerprint for validation

Secure exchange of fingerprints required (hen-egg problem)
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Public Key and Signatures
Problem: Public keys not linked to identity of user
Solution: Validation and signing of public key by third party

Certification of link between identity and public key

Acceptance of signed public keys only → no MITM attack
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Public Key Certificatesy
Electronic document that uses a digital signature to bind a public 
key with an identityey w de y

Information such as the name of a person or an organization, their address, and so 
forth. 
The certificate can be used to verify that a public key belongs to an individual.y p y g

Two Types of Signature on a Certificate
In public key infrastructure (PKI) schemeIn public key infrastructure (PKI) scheme

Signature will be of a certificate authority (CA). 
In web of trust scheme

Signature is of either the user (a self-signed certificate) or other users 
("endorsements").

In either case the signat res on a certificate are attestations b theIn either case, the signatures on a certificate are attestations by the 
certificate signer that the identity information and the public key belong 
together.
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Certificate Creation (Step 1)( p )
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Certificate Creation (Step 2)( p )
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Certificate Creation (Step 3)( p )
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Certificate Creation (Step 4)( p )
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Certificate Creation (Step 5)( p )
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Contents of Typical Digital Certificate

Serial Number: Used to uniquely identify the certificate.
Subject: The person or entity identifiedSubject: The person, or entity identified.
Signature Algorithm: The algorithm used to create the signature.
Signature: The actual signature to verify that it came from the issuer.
I Th i h ifi d h i f i d i d h ifiIssuer: The entity that verified the information and issued the certificate.
Valid-From: The date the certificate is first valid from.
Valid-To: The expiration date.
Key-Usage: Purpose of the public key (e.g. encipherment, signature, 
certificate signing...).
Public Key: The public key.y p y
Thumbprint Algorithm: The algorithm used to hash the public key 
certificate.
Thumbprint: The hash itself, used as an abbreviated form of the public p , p
key certificate.
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Vendor defined classes

VeriSign uses the concept of classes for different types of digital 
certificatescertificates

Class 1 for individuals intended for emailClass 1 for individuals, intended for email.
Class 2 for organizations, for which proof of identity is required.
Class 3 for servers and software signing, for which independent 

ifi i d h ki f id i d h i i d b hverification and checking of identity and authority is done by the 
issuing certificate authority.
Class 4 for online business transactions between companies.
Class 5 for private organizations or governmental security.

Other vendors may choose to use different classes or no classes 
at all as this is not specified in the PKI standards.
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No more MITM?
Case: Forged Google certificate

Issued by legitimate CA
Valid for *.google.com
Used by unknown holder
R t d b I iReported by Iranian users

Large-scale attack against CA
Break in at CA DigitNotarBreak-in at CA DigitNotar
539 forged certificates
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Public Key Infrastructure (PKI)

Public-key infrastructure (PKI) is a set of hardware, 
ft l li i d d d d tsoftware, people, policies, and procedures needed to 

create, manage, distribute, use, store, and revoke digital 
certificatescertificates.
Management of trust using public-key cryptography

Digital certificates (signatures) on keys, attributes, ...g ( g ) y , ,
Certificate authorities (CA) as trusted parties
Chain of trust with multiple layers
iff iDifferent architectures
Hierarchical PKI,

e g X 509 standarde.g. X.509 standard
Web of trust,

e.g. PGP software
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Roles In PKI 
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Roles In PKI 

Certification Authority (CA)
Trusted third party that binds public keys with respective userTrusted third party that binds public keys with respective user
identities

Validation Authority (VA)
The user identity must be unique within each CA domain. The
third-party Validation Authority (VA) can provide this information
on behalf of CA.

Registration Authority (RA)
The binding is established through the registration and issuance
process which depending on the level of assurance the bindingprocess, which, depending on the level of assurance the binding
has, may be carried out by software at a CA, or under human
supervision. The PKI role that assures this binding is called
the Registration Authority (RA). The RA ensures that the publicg y ( ) p
key is bound to the individual to which it is assigned in a way
that ensures non-repudiation.
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